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Company Overview
The unifii suite of products were specifically designed to accomplish one
essential thing; to enable you to take complete control of your financial
success and to do it simply and effectively.
Success always begins with knowledge. Prosperity U is your starting point,
guiding each of your early steps so that you need not worry or struggle
during this exciting and life changing process. Prosperity U will be your
path to reaching your financial goals.
Effective simplicity extends to both our unifii Daily Signals and unifii Live
signals products. Purposefully constructed, whether your schedule only
allows for 5 minutes a day, hours each day and anything in between, unifii
product platforms have you covered!
Profitability is an important benefit of effectively designed products; and
ease of sharing with others is another key benefit. In fact, sharing the
unifii line of products is at the cornerstone of our dynamic affiliate
program.
unifii offers 3 Reward Bonuses to maximize the benefit of sharing your
success with others. We also provide a simple business and marketing
track for you to run on. All that is required from you; set your goals and
get started. Prosperity U will show you how to connect your trading goals
with your rewards success to accelerate your results and help push you
toward your overall financial goals.
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Affiliate / Customer Distinctions
The unifii Affiliate is a customer
that purchases the unifii product
package for $279.95 but also
pays the $29.95 Affiliate fee.

This positions the individual into
unifii’s genealogy structure and
enables them to earn from the
Affiliate Rewards Bonuses.
A unifii Customer is someone that purchases the unifii product package
but chooses not to pay the $29.95 Affiliate fee. The customer benefits
from all product related features and services, but does not have a position
placed into the unifii affiliate Matrix.
The customer may choose to become an affiliate at any time by paying the
$29.95 affiliate fee. They would receive a new Matrix position as selected
by the referring affiliate or by the auto-placement of the Matrix.
unifii affiliates referring customers who purchase and subscribe to unifii
products earn three (3) ways.
I. $60 USD Referral Bonus (1 time bonus)
II. $15 USD Matrix Cash Bonus (monthly reoccurring from active customers)
III. Matrix Bonus
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Affiliate Rewards
unifii is in a very unique position as a
result of the company owning and
controlling all of its own technology. There
are several obvious advantages to this, and
the most significant to our affiliates is our
ability to control cost and shift a high
percentage of sales into our Affiliate
Rewards.

Everything detailed in the following pages
was designed purposefully, and to give
unifii Affiliates the best possible
opportunity to reach their personal
objectives. As you begin to understand
each of these Reward structures you will
appreciate the time and focus that was
invested in designing the best possible
solutions for our Affiliates.
Attention has also been given to how each of these Reward structures
connect to and support the other, making sharing and explaining each bonus
a simple process.

Allow these Rewards to work for you. Be sure you understand them well
before sharing with others to make your unifii experience as positive and
fruitful as possible. Welcome to unifii, we wish you the best success has to
offer.
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Titles & Qualifications
unifii has 6 titles that members may reach through earning Referral and
Matrix bonuses within the unifii Rewards Plan. Affiliate titles and
qualifications are as follows:
Title:

Cumulative Earnings in USD

Manager:

$1,000 USD

Director:

$5,000 USD

Executive

$25,000 USD

Vice President:

$150,000 USD

President:

$500,000 USD

Ambassador:

$1,000,000 USD

Reaching a title is accomplished through accumulating Rewards Plan
earnings from any or all of the unifii Referral, Matrix and Matching Matrix
bonuses. Once a title has been reached, the affiliate will not lose their unifii
displayed title, however, Matrix and Matrix Matching earnings are based upon
monthly personal group volume (PGV) requirements.
PGV accumulates when you, as an affiliate or any affiliate within your
organization, refers new affiliates to unifii. As personally referred affiliates
share and grow their own organizations, PGV is tracked and totaled monthly.
Each new personally referred affiliate begins a new PVG lineage for the
referring affiliate.
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Referral
Rewards Bonus

The Referral bonus is based upon the $279.95 unifii product purchase and
a Referral bonus is triggered each time you refer an affiliate or a customer
to your unifii business. You will continue earning Referral bonuses when
any of your personally referred affiliates, in turn, refer anyone to their
business; up to and including 5 generations of referrals. As such, the
Referral Bonus is a one-time, unlimited earning bonus.
Your personally referred affiliates represent your Generation 1. Affiliates
referred by your Generation 1, become your Generation 2. This referral
model continues until Generation 5.
Earning from the Referral Bonus requires you to maintain an Active
membership status by a) purchasing a monthly $79.95 product subscription
or b) have 2 personally referred Active customers.
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Generation 1:

$60.00

Generation 2:

$20.00

Generation 3:

$25.00

Generation 4:

$35.00

Generation 5:

$50.00
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Referral
Rewards Bonus continued 2

Here is an example of how the Referral Bonus is earned. In this example,
the affiliate refers 3 new affiliates. Each of these new affiliates also refer
three Affiliates; this continues through to generations 5.

Generation

Reward

Affiliates

Earned

1

$60.00

3

$180

2

$20.00

9

$180

3

$25.00

27

$675

4

$35.00

81

$2,935

5

$50.00

243

$12,150

This is a permanent bonus with no time limits. Affiliates may refer at any
time and continue to earn from the Referral Bonus as long as they have a
paid up to date unifii subscription.
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Matrix
Rewards Bonus

Every unifii Affiliate has a personal 3X9 Matrix. Each Matrix automatically
begins to fill from the Left to the Right, starting at Level 1 and filling down to
Level 9.
The unifii Matrix pay percentage is based on a $79.95 product subscription.
unifii pays into the Matrix based on 80% BV to dollar ratio, allowing for
product-based company costs to be covered. This equates to $64 and is the
basis for level % payouts (example: Matrix level 6 pays 10% of $64, so each affiliate
in your level 6 pays $6.4 per monthly subscription).

Affiliates become part of your Matrix in 3 ways; you referring them directly,
an affiliate within your Matrix referring them, or an upline affiliate referring
them into your Matrix.
2 key aspects to the unifii Matrix Bonus are:
Affiliates may choose a specific placement location for affiliates that they
personally refer, rather than the Left to Right, Top to Bottom default
placement, as long as the position is empty.
Affiliates that refer 10 new affiliates will earn an additional Matrix position to
be placed anywhere they choose as long as that position is available for
placement. Affiliates may earn an unlimited number of additional Matrix
positions.
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Matrix
Rewards Bonus continued 2
Level

Level Reward

Affiliates

1

1%

$1.90

3

2

3%

$17.00

9

3

5%

$86.00

27

4

7%

$362.07

81

5

9%

$1,397.25

243

6

10%

$4,658.31

729

7

10%

$13,974.93

2,187

8

10%

$41,924.79

6,561

9

10%

$125,774.37

19,683

Column 1:
Column 2:
Column 3:
Column 4:
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Matrix levels 1 - 9
Percentage earned on BV per level
Total earned on a completely filled level
The number of affiliates required to fill level
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Matrix
Rewards Bonus continued 3

Qualifications:
Qualifying for maximum Matrix earnings requires three (3) actions:
1. An Affiliate must be active.
2. An Affiliate must have two (2) personally referred active Affiliates placed
anywhere within their Matrix.
3. A monthly personal group volume (PGV) is required to reach each
level of a Matrix.
BV enrollment values:
Initial Product purchase: 280BV
Monthly Affiliate subscription: 64BV
Monthly Customer subscription: 40BV
* PGV accumulates when an affiliate refers new affiliates and customers to unifii. As your personally
referred affiliates share and grow their own organizations, PGV growth is tracked and totaled monthly.

PGV

Matrix PGV
Earing Requirements:
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120
300
1000
2000
5000
10000
20000

Levels Accessed
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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Customer Distinctions
A unifii customer rewards the referring affiliate differently than an affiliate.
Your 3X9 Matrix contains affiliates only, whether placed in your Matrix by
you, someone within your organization, or from someone above your
organization.
Customers do not hold a position within your Matrix.
Referring affiliates are paid $15 USD per month for each active customer
they have personally referred. The remaining 40BV per customer is
calculated and paid into the Matrix the same way one earns from affiliates
within a Matrix.
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Matching
Matrix Rewards Bonus

Executive

Vice President

President

Ambassador

25,000 PGV / MO

150,000 PGV / MO

500,000 PGV / MO

1,000,000 PGV / MO

Gen: 1 5%
Gen: 2 5%

Gen: 1 10%
Gen: 2 5%
Gen: 3 5%

Gen:
Gen:
Gen:
Gen:

1
2
3
4

15%
10%
5%
5%

Gen:
Gen:
Gen:
Gen:
Gen:

1
2
3
4
5

20%
10%
5%
5%
5%

Qualifying for the Matrix Matching Bonus requires meeting a personal group
volume, or PGV total. PGV accumulates during each calendar month and is
totaled at the end of each month during the Matrix Pay Run.
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Commission Payment Schedules
unifii has 2 separate Affiliate payment schedules; one for the weekly Referral
Bonus and the other for the monthly Matrix and Matching Matrix Bonuses.
The first pay period is for the weekly Referral Bonus and ends Thursday
midnight PST, with the new weekly pay period beginning Friday 12:01 am.

The second payment schedule is a monthly period, beginning at 12:01 am on
the first day of each month and ending at 12:00 am the last day of each
calendar month.
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Terms
Member: Any customer or affiliate.
Affiliate: Any member that has paid the affiliate fee.
Affiliate fee: The $29.95 USD fee that an affiliate pays to benefit from the unifii rewards
plan.
Customer: A member that uses unifii products.
Refer: The process of an affiliate joining a customer / affiliate to unifii.
Pay-run: The process whereby the company calculates earnings to the affiliate
membership derived from the weekly Referral Bonus and the monthly Matrix
and Matching Matrix Bonuses.
BV Abbreviation for Business Volume.
PGV: Abbreviation for Personal Group Volume. Calculation of total team volume
from an affiliates personally referred affiliates through out their entire lineage.
Subscription: An affiliate or customer that has a paid current monthly subscription. An
Active: affiliate is also considered active with two (2) personally referred active
customers.
BV: Business Volume. unifii Initial Product package has a 280BV value, monthly
Affiliate subscription 64BV value and Customer subscription 40BV value.
BV Roll-up: Business volume rolls up at during each Matrix pay-run calculation.
Ensuring each affiliates Matrix is filled to the fullest capacity.
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